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Cyprus Tamta Replay Cyprus ended up as last years runner up and they 
obviously liked it cause here is ”Fuego” part II or if you 
like ”Fuego (Replay version)”. We will most likely see an 
amazing show on stage to hide the fact that this is a 
song composed to win Eurovision. I feel a bit sorry for 
Cyprus to walk this lane knowing how many amazing 
songs they sent to the contest sounding Cyprus not 
sounding like it could be from anywhere in the world. 
Not a winner in my book and hopefully this is the song a 
jury will stop from winning.

Montenegro D-Mol Heaven I will be really surprised if Montenegro manage to be top 
10 in the semi this year. I kind of like it until the Balkan 
notes hit the song and try to give it an ethnic touch. But 
is it enough Balkan countries in the first semi final to put 
D-Mol top 10?

Finland Darude feat Sebastian 
Rejman

Look away It might be Finlands luck to end up in the first semifinal 
which honestly must be seen as an easy pass to the final 
on Saturday. I have nothing nice to say here, ”Look 
away” sound dated and not much of a song in there. For 
me this is a big no.

Poland Tulia Pali Się [Fire Of 
Love]

Funny enough I don’t hate this song even if it is so far 
from my comfort zone and in addition to what must be 
the best lyric line this year ”Sitting on an ice berg waiting 
for the sun” I must say that one song within this genre is 
OK. Strange for our ears but maybe something for the 
eastern European countries viewers and jury groups.

Slovenia Zala Kralj & Gaspar 
Santi

Sebi Slovenia do it again, walk in the front of the line for new 
music styles in the Eurovision Song Contest. I really like 
this song and hope for them to do well. It might be a bit 
to low key to adapt to the audience and tele voters but 
in any case good work from Slovenia.

Czech Republic Lake Malawi Friend of a friend This is a strange song. Listen to it I sometimes really like 
it and sometimes I can’t stand it and must jump to the 
next track. It is at the same time good and extremely 
annoying, depending on the mood. Lets see how the 
mood is during the semifinal night. In any case an easy 
walk for Czech Republic into the final.

Hungary Joci Papai Az Én Apám Some singers you like to see in the Eurovision over and 
over and Joci Papai is not one of them. His last try is one 
of the worst entries ever in the contests history and how 
its even possible be top that with an even worst song is 
an achievement. But there is no doubt in my mind that 
he will pass to the final, do not ask me why.

Belarus Zena Like it Far from a winner but a cute little pop song and for sure 
will pass to the final. It is a ”make me happy song” with 
some specifics I like, like the ”ta adam” in the verses. But 
its also very easy to forget when you heard it. I can’t for 
my life sing a tune 3 minutes after the songs ends.  

Serbia Nevena Bozovic Kruna Oh my God, stop this now please. This is so bad so its 
easy to put Serbia at the end of the line (over and over, 
year after year). But as always Serbia most likely will 
pass to the final but ok…. We need toilet breaks during 
the final.

Belgium Eliot Wake up Little Eliot will of course pass to the final and that’s fine 
but I do not like this song at all. It is a hopeless mess of 
how people think Eurovision Song should sound like 
based on Swedish Eurovision selection songs. Radio 
friendly and boring.

Georgia Oto Nemsadze Keep on going It started with Hungary then Serbia and now Georgia, the 
toilet break songs. I cannot for my life even think this is 
the best they found in Georgia 2019. They need to step 
it up cause here I have no idea what they aim for? Ballad? 
Ethno? Choir contest? Pop? 

Australia Kate Miller-Heidke Zero gravity For the first time Australia picked their song from a 
national contest and look what they found! The 
strangest kind of opera pop since Turkey 1983. But the 
most strange thing here is that the remix of ”Zero 
Gravity” is really good which makes it hard to judge the 
original. But it is Australia so they will pass but most 
likely they won’t see any success in the final this year.

Iceland Hatari Hatrið mun sigra A huge favorite to win this year and I don’t get it at all. 
Just screaming with an OK chorus and they will divide 
Europe in hate/love it. And with the lack of any good 
rock songs this year the poor heavy metal people must 
vote for something and this is what they have. People 
engaged in S/M will also find Iceland 2019 attractive.
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Estonia Victor Crone Storm Victor woke up one day saying, wow I am Avicii. He is 
not. This is to much of ”sounding like all dance floor 
music” today for me. And be sure this song will be on 
every commercial radio station in Europe from Sunday 
morning. But it will of course work here and makes 
Estonias way to the final a sure thing. But its not my cup 
of tea at all.

Portugal Conan Osiris Telemóveis This is fun, or not… I don’t know, but its nothing like for 
example the song before Portugal (Estonia) sounding 
like 90% of music played on radio today. I am not sure if 
Portugal will pass to the final but I hope they do cause 
we need some weirdos in the finale and I prefer this in 
front of Iceland.

Greece Katerine Duska Better love This will most likely be a jury favorite that fails among 
the tele voters. For me this song is just boring as hell 
but a typical tune for the juries to love, like Sweden last 
year. So Greece will pass to the final but for me its a big 
määää.

San Marino Serhat Say Na Na Na Now its time for fun again. If Hungry return with an 
artist you don’t want to see again San Marino return with 
the sex on stick Serhat. If Belgium gives the younger 
crowd some eye candy Serhat is here for the grown ups 
to be a bit excited. ”Say na na na” is better than his last 
try in Eurovision and 3 minutes of fun and joy. With the 
right show San Marino will enjoy a lot of tele votes.
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